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The action Ramblers  
want

What Ramblers  
will do

Key to our Manifesto

The Ramblers’ Association is a registered charity (England & Wales no. 1093577, Scotland no. SC039799).



We are the charity dedicated to looking after paths and green spaces, 
 leading walks, opening up new places to explore and encouraging  
everyone to get outside and discover how walking boosts your  
health and your happiness. Ramblers Cymru works to  
make Wales the best country in the  
world for walkers. 

The Ramblers helps everyone
everywhere enjoy walking and  
protects the places we all love to walk.

Our dedicated 
volunteers maintain 
paths and campaign 
locally to keep our 
path network open 
for all to enjoy. 

We have 

6,000 
members in  
Wales across

44 groups
offering thousands  
of organised walks  
each year.  
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We want to make a difference to how our countryside and  
urban green spaces are protected and developed, so that  
they are safe and sustainable but also useful and well used.

We want to engage those who don’t currently walk so they  
embrace their surroundings and see that Wales’s environment  
offers something for everyone to enjoy.  

We understand the difficult financial environment the country  
faces, but believe that by working together and taking the right  
action now, Wales can be better placed to meet the challenges  
ahead and create a world-renowned walking country.  

What we want to change

We want to change our communities, to help make them healthier and happier through reaping the benefits walking brings.
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Getting people more physically active through walking
Walking is an excellent first step to becoming more active and should 
be at the centre of strategies to increase physical activity and improve 
health and wellbeing.  

The Let’s Walk Cymru Scheme we deliver for Welsh Government 
has an excellent success rate in empowering people to start walking 
to improve their health.

We want statutory targets for local authorities, Health Boards and GPs to increase the  
levels of physical activity within their populations by utilising and supporting  
the growth of the Let’s Walk Cymru scheme.

 

Ramblers Cymru will continue to promote the health benefits 
of walking for all ages, encourage people to train as health walk 
leaders, and identify good practice to move people on from health 
walks to longer distances.

Helping everyone find their feet
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Helping more young people and families 
enjoy the outdoors

We want to work in partnership with schools and local authorities to increase walking 
opportunities and outdoor skills development, including navigation and map reading, both 
in school and in the community.  

Being outside walking, or simply enjoying the countryside and coast should be a part of 
every young person’s life.  Having the confidence and ability to explore and understand the 
environment around them must be skills we give to our children and young people at an 
early age.  This will aid their personal development, help them stay physically active, and 
help keep them safe.

The national curriculum should ensure young people understand their rights to walk our 
path network and access land, and their responsibilities under the Countryside Code. 

Ramblers Cymru will continue to develop our family walking packs,  
our Scramblers brand aimed at young people, and develop interactive/ 
virtual challenge walks. 

Scramblers - for young ramblers 
- for fun!
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Linking communities to each other 
and their surroundings
Communities should be linked by usable paths to their neighbouring towns and villages,  
to their surrounding countryside or coast, and to their parks and local green spaces.   
These places need to be protected for future generations and people should feel confident 
about using them.  Improving existing facilities and creating new ones will allow people to 
walk more, benefitting their health, wellbeing and appreciation of their surroundings.  

This process needs to be broader than the  
Active Travel planning to which authorities  
are already committed, encompassing  
recreational walking and a commitment  
to thriving green spaces for community  
benefit.

Ramblers Cymru will develop a strategy for working in urban green spaces, pilot the 
development of walking hubs to engage more families and communities, and work with 
Local Access Forums to influence local environments.

We want Local Authorities to work with Local Access Forums, community councils and community groups to identify new paths and green spaces which meet community need. 
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Helping people to find out about the 
paths they can walk

Ramblers Cymru will continue to lobby for the cross-compliance regime to be changed, and 
will support Ramblers research into options for the next reform of CAP in 2020.   
We will press for mapping improvements by bringing together members and relevant bodies 
to discuss the difficulties and benefits of better more accessible mapping.

www.ramblers.org.uk/wales

Each local authority has to produce a legal record, a definitive map, of the paths in their 
area. Some, but not all authorities have made their maps available on their website.  
Many farmers create paths on their land as part of government-funded agri-environment 
schemes, but information about where these permissive paths are hard to find. The lack 
of online maps has been cited by Welsh Government as the reason why maintenance 
of rights of way is not a condition of farmer’s payments under the Common Agricultural 
policy in Wales.  However, farmers in England are under this obligation despite the fact 
online maps aren’t universal there either.  

We want Welsh Government to set a mandatory  
deadline of September 2017 for all local authorities  
to publish accurate online maps of their footpath  
networks. We want Welsh government to instruct  
Natural Resources Wales to improve the Outdoor Wales  
online mapping tool so it includes and promotes  
permissive paths.

We want the Welsh Government to change its approach to rights of way and CAP to ensure that farmers receiving public money are fulfilling their legal obligations to maintain the paths on  their land.
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A country designed for walking
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Delivering the improvements the paths network needs
A legal duty exists for local authorities to produce and review a Rights of Way Improvement 
Plan.  However, they are not obliged to complete any of the work identified and funding for 
the plans is under pressure. Rights of way are a national asset and these plans are a vital part 
of the way local authorities can deliver real improvements to the network. They need to be 
properly funded and monitored.

Local Access Forums play an important part in maximising the benefits of an area’s path 
network and open spaces.  Not all parts of Wales have fully functioning Local Access Forums.

We want to see secure Welsh Government and local authority funding for Rights of 
Way Improvement Plans and a monitoring role for Local Access Forums, to help keep 
momentum behind the commitments made. We want a renewed effort by all local 
authorities to ensuring they have a fully functioning and relevant Local Access Forum 
which represents all their area’s interest groups.

We will use our membership of the National Access Forum to monitor the health of  
Local Access forums and Rights of Way Improvement Plans, pressing for more support 
where necessary.
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Keeping paths open  
and easy to use

www.ramblers.org.uk/wales

Across Wales, paths are regularly surveyed, maintained, improved and reopened by groups 
of volunteers.  There are 24 Ramblers volunteer path teams around Wales who make a 
vital contribution to keeping the network open.  However, there is no consistency in the 
approaches of local authorities when working with volunteers. This often hampers their 
efforts.  Working effectively with volunteers can make a local authority’s budgets go much 
further for much better results.

We want to see the development and adoption of an all-Wales framework for path 
maintenance which provides a consistent approach to the training and involvement of 
volunteers by local authorities. We want this framework to be linked to the skills agenda 
and offer training opportunities for young people, as well as credit towards the Welsh 
Baccalaureate.

Ramblers Cymru will continue to provide leadership and bring together footpath 
maintenance volunteers, local authorities and others to support the development of this 
framework and to push for its all-Wales adoption.   
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Treasuring the Wales Coast Path
In 2012, Wales was the first country in the world to open a continuous path around its 
entire coastline.  The Wales Coast Path has been of huge benefit to communities and 
tourist businesses across Wales bringing an estimated £32 million to the Welsh economy 
in its first year alone.  It is an iconic asset which has a big part to play in getting more 
people out enjoying the outdoors. However, there are still too many sections of WCP 
which are too far away from the coast. 

We want to see a long-term strategic plan for the ongoing maintenance, improvement 
and promotion of the path across Wales and to visitors. This should include Welsh 
Government using their powers on coastal access to bring the path closer to the coast.

Ramblers Cymru will continue to support and play an active part in the Wales Coast Path 
communications group, and use our members’ knowledge to highlight opportunities for 
path improvements .
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Taking a fresh look at outdoor  
recreation laws
In July 2013 the Welsh Government announced plans to publish a Green Paper on outdoor 
recreation legislation.  This was an exciting opportunity to reinvigorate Wales’s approach to 
how we use our countryside for leisure and tourism, and for the benefit of our communities, 
no matter where they live.  Ramblers Cymru hoped the paper would share our vision for 
making Wales a world-renowned walking destination, improving and expanding the places 
people can walk and explore, and giving us a true right to roam. However, the paper was  
not published.

We want the Welsh Government to commit to publishing a Green paper which is visionary 
and innovative.  We want it to create a walking culture for Wales which inspires everyone to 
get outdoors and attracts visitors from across the world.

Ramblers Cymru will use this manifesto, our business plan 2014 – 2016, and our new 10 year 
vision to engage with politicians and build a stronger walking culture in Wales. We will help 
people understand that with their rights comes the responsibility to abide by codes  
of practice.
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Making sure no footpaths are lost
Not all rights of way are currently recorded on the definitive maps.  The procedure for 
adding a path is long and often complex for both individuals and local authorities.   
There is a backlog of cases waiting for resolution, but the clock is ticking.  The Countryside 
and Rights of Way Act 2000 introduced a deadline of 1 January 2026 after which historic 
paths cannot be added to the maps.

We want Welsh Government to use its powers under Section 56 of the Countryside 
and Rights of Way Act to set a new cut-off date in Wales.  We want to see more support 
for clearing the backlog and a new date set which allows our historic paths to be fully 
mapped.

Ramblers Cymru will monitor the backlog of footpath cases awaiting decision and press 
for more resources to be put into clearing these cases.
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